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The Certificate for Music Educators: Early Childhood: Provided by MERYC-England and CREC, Birmingham in 
partnership.   
 
I happened to be reading about kindergarten and primary school music education in Lithuania at the time 
that I was asked to write this piece for the Sound Connections newsletter.  In the Lithuanian article the author 
lamented the fact that children in their kindergartens (state run, full-time, and free for all, by the way) receive 
only two 35 minute slots per week with the specialist music teacher, rather than the more generous time 
allocations at primary school.  It went without saying that these specialist music teachers have university 
degrees in music education at pre-school and primary levels.   
 
We need to have high aspirations – specialist music educators qualified to degree level working in free, state 
run preschools giving at least two sessions per week.  
 
In the UK, over the last 10 – 15 years, the quantity and range of music for babies and very young children 
has expanded considerably.  But - and I will be blunt - standards of practice have not kept pace with this 
rapid expansion and remain worryingly low.  The reason is clear.  Early childhood music specialists are not 
required to have any form of prior qualification to practise.  We expect degree level qualifications to lead 
music with all other age groups – but for some reason accept the fact that for children below the age of five, 
we do not require music educators to have any kind of prior, professional preparation.         
 
Does formal qualification matter?  I would be the first to point to the many excellent musicians who are 
working imaginatively and thoughtfully with young children.  And I know that early childhood ‘music people’ 
are often highly motivated to improve their practice and give time (and money) to attend training.        
 
But, yes, it does matter.  It is well endorsed by research – drawing on a largescale study from the Institute of 
Education - that what young children gain from early childhood education, even at the very youngest ages, 
depends on the quality of the provision.  And quality, in turn, depends on the professional expertise that 
comes from substantial initial training.  As a result of this research all general staff working in early childhood 
settings must now be properly qualified, with key staff qualified to at least Level 6, equivalent to degree 
level.   
 
Money, time and energy is being invested in early childhood music driven by the rationale that young children 
can benefit greatly from this input.  But the input must be good quality if the children are to gain from it – 
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mediocre just won’t do.  Yet we put the cart before the horse by not investing in establishing well-qualified, 
expert, professionals who can provide musical input of sufficient standard to enable children to truly benefit.    
 
There is a common misconception that doing music with little children is ‘easy’ – all one needs is some cute 
songs, shaky eggs, fluffy puppets and animated delivery.  But, on the contrary, it is the most demanding, 
complex and expert form of practice I can think of.  An early childhood music specialist might on one day be 
working with a mother and baby group, and the next with five-year-olds in a reception class.  The skills and 
knowledge required to cover such a huge developmental stage of life, in all kinds of different contexts, and 
genuinely foster children’s musicality are immense.  We need to emphasise the expertise required and put 
our practice on a professional footing.  Music therapists and speech and language therapists, both very similar 
professions in many respects, have been doing this for years.          
 
MERYC-England is a new, small charity, set up in September 2016.  The charity’s trustees put their efforts 
towards raising the quality of early childhood music. We do this by running conferences that bring together 
research and practice and we also do this by setting up and running qualification pathways and trying to 
establish a professional status for early childhood music.  In January, MERYC-England - in partnership with the 
Centre for Research in Early Childhood (CREC) based in Birmingham - validated a bespoke early childhood 
version of the Trinity Level 4 Certificate for Music Educators.  This is known as the CME:EC to distinguish it from 
other versions of the CME.  The first students are enrolled and just starting.   
 
The course is distance learning, flexible and based around students’ own current practice or how they would 
like to practise.  We do not straitjacket people into one model of practice or pedagogical method.  It focuses 
on how young children learn in music and the adult role in fostering, supporting and engendering children’s 
musicality.  Students are widely dispersed across England (and one in Wales), supported by a team of regional 
mentors.  Mentors work one-to-one with their students to support them in meeting the generic learning 
outcomes that are core to all versions of the CME.  There are no assignments – students collect evidence from 
practical activity, at their own pace, to demonstrate that they fulfil the learning outcomes.  All the students 
collaborate and support one another via a closed social media group and will all travel to Birmingham for 
four intensive, collective learning days.      
 
More details of the course, and how to apply, can be found on the CREC website. There is no fixed start date, 
students can enrol at any time and work through the programme at their own pace, but the core learning 
days are fixed dates during the spring.      

 
Dr Susan Young, recently retired as senior lecturer from Exeter University and is now honorary research fellow 
with Roehampton University.  She is chair of MERYC-England and continues to be involved in early childhood 
music as a researcher and consultant.  
 

  
  
   
 
 

http://www.crec.co.uk/level-4-cert-music-ed-early-childhood

